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X =Gxx,x2, ... cn, I

Ith column

I (X) .... GX)
A=i.

dij(X) -> itrow-
to , Aichi

tr,(X) .... fre A;E /Fx

deg (lij(X) 1 1

det (A) =Ecsgn(T) lini
det is universal-> Any polynomial f(x) can be represented as

determinantof a symbolic matrix.

The minimum dimension of the matrix to computef, is
called its determinantal complexity de(f).
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Class of polynomial familiesfull, with difful=0(n)VBP

permn -> EsIlincis nxn matrix with bigas i,jth entry

peem is universal. The minimum dimension of the matrix to r

computer is called permanental complexity (pc(f)

VND -> Class of polynomial families [8,9, with pc(gn) =0 (n)

Valiant's Conjecture -> VBPF UNP
N

de(Famn) =nw(l)

Mulmuley and Schoniproposed Geometric Complexity Theory
as a possible approach to prove the conjecture
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Approximative Closure
Def:Let be a class of polynomials.

Apolynomial g(i) is said to be in I, if there is
a sequence of polynomials in(converging to g(x).

Equivalently,
If there is a polynomial g,eKIE](X) in 2 st

(ing((x) =g() [CoefficientWise

Examples:
WR2 =G(asAby) +(xx+dy:a,b,c,dtdY

f(x,y) =x3 +3xy =Yz[(x+y) +(x- y)3) E WRa

96(x,y) ="(y + (x)3 - Yy3 =3xy2+3ty +e2

g
=i8 =3xy26 WR2 but A WR2
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IBPIVB4 Major open question of GCT

& Results are known for some subclasses)
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iwnResults(= I)
ET.=ZVT and FE=IE

ROABP - Exactly one variable occur in each
-

layer of ABP

&ABP =ROABP Nisan' 911

-

MVBP -I MVBD -BIMPS'20
ABIs with R[7, e],[X] Ra[X]
edge labelsin

'

This Work - Symbolic Determinantwith Rank-1
constraint
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Rank1 Constraint

Def:DETEn [det(Art, Aici):Ait(*YYwk (Ai) = 1 Xie (n)I

DETIn - K is poly(z)

Whatdo we know aboutthis class?

* Whitebox PIT [Lovasz89], BlackboxPIT [Gurjar-Thierauf 18

* It. captures Full Rank Matrix Completion problem when

indeterminates are distinct, bipartite matching and others.

* ROF
sin (Read Once Formula.) IDETIrn where v is poly(s)

* permn EDETA for any. [Aravind-Joglekar 15]
-

* VBP 1 orbit (DET1)



Result
The class of polynomials computed by determinantof
symbolic matrix with rank 1 constraintis D-closed

under approximation.

Im -> PETI =DET1

Moreover, ITExn= DETEx ifto =0

otherwise ETIK 1DETEx,m

e
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⑭herFormET1
>

A =Ap+...Aist... Ansn, AiE F*ck(Ai)=A

->->IA:= UiV; ii.E (FUx
/
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herFormofDET... Ansen, AiEIF (Ai)E>

A:= : ii.E (FUx
/

->I
A

........8 =i........ X=
I

- - -

Obs:A =UXVY where X=Diag (, ...,(n)
x - I

Proof: -Aixi =o........ex... I I
Cu = -

X Vπ

Hence, Aic=WXV*
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deofdetUxtwhere U, VeDIC)e
For S =Six, is....inG, Us=(i. ir ... in),Cs=Ciniz... in

det (A) =det (UXVT =I det(Vs). det(Vs) cc, [Cauchy-Binet]
se()

sitatedthistimeduedateadefined
AsIsee

equivalently(det(VsI.det(Vs)),():U,VEYYY is nuclidean closeda
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Proof Idea

using results of Murota'96, we show

Zemma:Leiven U,VtK(***st him det(Us)det(Vs) is defined US (?),
then I,c D**s.t. VSE(?),

Gimdet(s) and him det(s) are defined and det(s) det(Vs) =det(Vs). det(Vs)
E

Example: I =(**9(idE) =2
c

=(92 S(Revisit)

v = i)(!.i) ** I =8isi)
V N/t

-

There

existsandatEnstmultiplying itcomeafterthe
St. Mimdet(s) and him (Ys) are defined.
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* Find setof characterizing equations for DE.TI class.

*For ce*, we can define

DETan =[det(A.[Aixi):A;(k,ck(Ai)c
and DETcn *K is poly(n)

In CTET= DETen?



Thank You
.


